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Marketing internship spring 2020

Recently I just completed my 6-month rotation at Digi-X. It was a great experience for me, I went on using XAMPP to setup a simple PHP website to know how to use Laravel and deploy it on AWS on top of NGINX web server. I think everyone knows the benefits of their rotations, especially for new
developers. But often the time we hesitate to even apply to it. So – am I ready for screening? Absolutely not – that's what your mind will tell you. The truth is, you're never ready. That's why you do rotations, to get more experience. But you need to know something right? To answer that – yesTo be honest,
I also didn't feel like I was ready for rotations, that's why I only did it when I needed to do it. It was in my unite curriculum, we have to do anncement on our fifth semester. I knew their rotations will benefit for me but I didn't feel ready. I don't know what I should know, what do companies expect from interns,
what if I'm actually not ready, like I need to know something first right? A foundation, perhaps a certain language. And the list goes on, and I believe that some of us are experiencing the same. But the truth is – none of these matters. The only thing you need to have is a strong fundamental program. You
know what and how to use a loop, if other statements, functions, classes and possibly programming object-oriented. But the most important thing is you need to be resources a.k.a. to know how to 'figure it out'. That is the most important skill and attitude that you need to have as an internal – heck, it's the



most important idea to have as an overall developer. My previous rotationsTo give you more context about how much I knew before my rotations, here are some of my work. Talk is cheap right?1. Command line Blackjack – ProjectNot school, I was this without all the cornea. If I have to pinpoint a moment
where I experience real development, this is the project that I would choose. Sure, I know how to write a simple command line calculator before, I know what a function is, I know the concept of object-oriented programming, I know how to use buckle, if anything else, and change. But this project is the
moment where I implemented all those knowledgeable people in practice, this is the project that I actually built something out of nothing. Where do I pull off an all night just to fix an unknown cause unknown by a simple typo. This time where I copy pasted the error message to Google, and search it
because I have no idea what else I should do. The project that forced me to learn Blackjack itself because I have no idea how to play it. This is, for me, where it all started. The first experience I built a software, a game I might add. But if any of us did or experienced something like this before. Just stop
reading this already and start applying for this intern for God's sake. I am sure if you can still run the game but here's the source code, it writes in Java.2. CSS Image Challenge – personal projecttyou can see all my work on kodEpnSomnsomhere in June 2018 I decided to make the #100daysofcode
challenge where I try to learn the fundamentals of web development – HTML and CSS. I learnt to read about FreeCodeCamp and I also actually document the trip on Twitter – here's the thread goal of the challenge is for me to be more consistent with coding. I also wanted to learn web development more
seriously. After completing the course on FCC and doing all the projects, I still didn't feel comfortable with my CSS – here's why. Then I decided to do more CSS Focus projects to get more familiar with it. Personally, the Nintendo Switch was my pride project after Rick and Morty. It was a fun project that is
also easy to montrecase.3. WhatsApp Read! — personal project Wip — that's it. WhatsApp Read! a JavaScript application is pure which takes the input from the edge and redirects the user its respective users based on WhatsApp click chat API. It is a very simple web page that is surprisingly very useful
to a lot of people. I can take too much credit from him. This project came out of my own frustration that they were a treasure in a shirt selling event. My job was to contact everyone who placed an order to confirm their order. And if you didn't know previously, WhatsApp app itself doesn't let you chat with an
unknown number. You can technically do it with the click of Chat API, or using WhatsApp Read! (shame outlets) but it's not available in the app itself, even today. I also decided to make it a Progressive Web App (WEIGHT) because for me it is the perfect use case for it to be a WEIGHT. I managed to do it
but after a while it's a simple web page yet because I felt like I was over-engineering it at this point, and the application wasn't the best, it keeps on breaking.4. Critical Think Test website – homepageThis project class project is the most exciting project for me. I see it as an opportunity for me to make it as
my first fireplace full web app portfolios. Even though I don't know anything about backend stuff apart from databases, it was very exciting for me. I thought it would be a Google Form Clone. But it wasn't that. It is still a great project to show as a full web app fireplace but it wasn't really how I envisioned it
initially – it was much simpler. It's still a great project, don't get me wrong but I think if, a) I had more time, and b) I can focus on it throughout the semester, it would be a better product at the end. However, it was my first experience with PHP though, this project was built with PHP Pi and MySQL using
XAMPP. It was fun, but it could be better. And of course, here's the source code. All in all - As you can see, these are not more impressive project, but it's better than nothing.- E is the point. It shows that you have some experience in development, you've built something out of nothing. The experience of
repairing unknown bugs, documentation reading, looking for answers from StackOverflow, and Google popping out of everything – this is all important skills. You might be shocked but this is how programming and developer works, either you're a junior developer, an internal, or an old developer – we
have everything Google we don't know. And that's okay, it's encouraging in fact. Nobody expects you to know everything, they expect you to know how to figure things out. ConclusionNow that you saw my record before my internship, I hope it will help you in terms of having more context to help you
assess yourself whether you are ready for internships or not. You might still feel like you're not ready, but if you did something like I did, you're more than ready. If you feel like you barely know anything about programming or coding in general, my advice is to start creating personal projects. Anything
would do, be it a role in Twitter login page with only HTML and CSS, be it a simple calculator mobile apps, a personal website – whatever. As long as you're coding, program, and learning. That is all that counts. Good luck and go apply for this rotation. I wish you the best! Thanks for reading. Previously
published in Hacker Noon Create your free account to unlock your custom reading experience. Dear Lifehacker, I just got an rotation at a company I really liked, and it seemed like a dream come true until I realized I had absolutely no idea what to do next. How can I make sure I don't screw things up and
make the most of this experience? Sincerely, encourage InternDear I.I.I., let's start with the good news: Nobody expects you to know what to do. Whatever your rotation, no new worker knows the code right away. Your company will spend a lot of time in the first few days, if not more, getting you up to
speed. Even if your manager wants to toss you right into the fire, you still have to fill out a few forms and can ask questions. You will learn as you go, and as much as you work hard and make no mistake your sorry will make just fine. With that in mind, let's talk about a few guidelines to follow to make the
most of the experience and avoid these big issues. I just got a job, and I'm very excited -- and nervous. I know I'm lucky to even have a job, and so do I... Read the morePace YourWith exception of a handful of people, pretty much no one can sprint for a mile. Even if your rotations only last a given number
of months, you need to avoid burning yourself. You can't maintain a very high level of productivity or even a relatively short period of time. If you try to do that, you'll start sacrificing like sleep, free time, and your health. You will end up hating the work you do because you feel like you don't have time for
yourself. Most require careers practically guaranteed stress, but if you're feeling completely scarf,... Read more on don't have to end like this. You can do your job properly and set boundaries to have time for other things you care about. While you may not know exactly where your limit sets when they
haven't tested much before, you can say no when someone asks too much of you. No reasonable person will judge you to say I have too much on my plate right now, but if he can wait until tomorrow I'm happy to do it. Conversely, don't feel like you have to set super-strict boundaries. Special occasions
will dictate when you might want to work a little late, put in some extra effort on a project, or help out a work colleague in need. Save this energy for times that will benefit the company and your reputation at the same time. Although you won't become the paradigm of altruism, we're talking about a job here
and not charity work. You have only so much energy to spend, so choose the best moments to spend it so everyone benefits. Strictly follow the rules (for two weeks) Companies may or may not have strict sets of rules, but you need to follow them in the letter for your first two weeks. Show up on time, or
even slightly early. Dress according to whatever dress code they may have (or claim to have). Take your lunch breaks for however long they are allowed or less. You probably won't have to follow these rules for most of your rotations, but don't break them until you know where flexibility lies in your
company. After two weeks you'll know what you can get away with, so just follow them forbidden until then. Use WiselyWhen Breaks you go to lunch, go with others in the company. Start by asking someone new to go to lunch every day. Tell them you want to meet people at the office and want to know if
they're going to take their breaks with you. Not only will this help you get to know people—those who can help you with specific parts of your rotations when necessary—but some of them may pay for your lunch because they actually make a salary. Though not, you'll learn all the places people love to eat
and save yourself some time to discover nearby fast food. Finding the right level of ConfidenceConfidence can take you far, but you don't want to go so far as you get to work yourself on the side of the road. You can make a good impression by standing by your ideals, but you need to keep an open mind
and leave the bulk in the roof (or in the trash can, as it doesn't really help you in any situation). Shy people don't need to worry about this issue but they'll need to make a bigger effort to contribute to their team if they want to notice. Fortunately, we're not dealing with a fine line. You want to have the
courage to suggest ideas, defend your opinion when you think it serves the company, but also know when to close. As much as you may want to have an equal voice in every discussion, interns (and even lower-level employees) need to prove themselves before people start listening. That takes time. It
doesn't happen overnight, and it won't necessarily happen during your rotations. Make your voice heard when you can, but if you feel more than just a little resistance you need to go back to the same you think you are right. Both you and your superior make mistakes, but you don't have years of
experience under your belt. If they argue, people can say what-and-so argued a lot, but they still do great work. People won't say the same thing to you because they'll only know about your argumentable attitude. On the other side, companies forget those who lack confidence and still remain quiet. Great
work takes you most of the way, but if you never contribute further than what the company instructs you to do you will always restrict your own success. If you lack the courage to make suggestions in meetings (or in general), set aside your home time to think of some practice. If you don't feel comfortable
contributing to a meeting right away, go back to the next day with some ideas that came to you the night. While you might miss your chance to actually contribute, you will demonstrate that you want. That will get you one step closer and you can work your way up to proper trust in due time. Understand
what error MeanYou is making mistakes, and should. Your company is expecting these mistakes, too, so just handle them with joy. Excuse when necessary, but always priority correcting the error. You can only say sorry many times. However, learn from our mistakes, however, demonstrates intelligence
and growth. On top of that, you should pay attention to who your mistakes affect. Even if you work on a team, your work error may affect other teams in the company. When correcting a problem, figure out who you have caused problems for and address that problem with them directly when necessary.
You don't want to be members of a team—or the entire team—think of you as incompetent incompetent because they didn't put their faces in the name. A simple excuse can avoid this, especially if you give them an ETA on the correction. As you're getting with most things, good communication gives you
a serious advantage. Not waste Free TimeYou may have enough day-to-day work, but when you have free time you should require more work. It will hurt your reputation if someone finds you doing nothing by choice, even if nobody is assigning you anything. Show initiatives and get new tasks assigned to
you. Better yet, there's something in mind. When free time presents itself, you have a great opportunity to ask for that kind of job like better or a job you really want to explore. Even if you don't get a job out of the rotations, you should find out the kind of job that would look good on your resume. In this way,
you should part, you can use this experience to find the type of work you want. Getting regular feedback from someone you TrustUnder the best in circumstances, you can ask your manager for regular feedback about your performance. This way you can learn how to improve from the person who sees
you working the most. That said, you might have a better relationship with someone else in the company that can offer a more level-headed perspective. You don't want to go to a work friend for feedback, but rather someone quite a way above you over the dog of food which you respect. Hether, checking
in now and then can help you get the small amount of mentoring you need to learn what you can't figure out on your own. Love, LifehackerHave a question or suggestion for an upcoming Wonder Lifehacker time? Send it to Tips + asklh@lifehacker.com.Images by Jeremy Kaposy (Shutterstock), Goodluz
(Shutterstock), Stuart Grout, and Mopic (Shutterstock). (Pensions for cuts).
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